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About This Game

Go! Go! Radio : 8-Bit Edition

Welcome back to the challenging and classic DDR games!

Follow the colored line that show up on the screen, get point by matching the correct color. Really easy on the first levels, but
insanely hard in the later ones.

Are you dextrous DDR veterans looking for a challenge? focus on improving your own skills and lets see as far as you can go to
beat the high score!

Penalty point could cost you the highest score! be ready for the speed x2!

5 LEVELS to beat:
-Long Away Home

-Retro Samurai
-Cluster Block

-Disco is undead
-8-Bit Ninja
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FEATURES :

*Steam Leaderboard

*30 Steam Achievements

*Awesome 8bit soundtrack

*5 levels

When the scrolling line overlap the stationary ones, the player must select the corresponding arrows. You will be judged by your
accuracy of every streaked choice.

Control:
left: activate yellow color
down: activate red color
right: activate blue color

Could you reach the highscore? 5280 possible for the last levels! can you made it?
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go go radio 8-bit edition

I want my money back (¬_¬). Do not buy until further development of game.. This game is so good! I'm playing the single
player campaign missions and it really is a lot of fun. Yes, it's expensive compared to all the other VR titles, but for me, it was
definitely worth it and I don't see myself playing anything else the coming days!...

. quot;Frog Climbers is not playable with keyboard and mouse"

>Checks year.

>2017.

>No controller support.

Garbage.. Party Tycoon is a great idea on paper, but as so far, is an absolutely unplayable mess. The player is dropped right into
the game with no guidance and left to fend for themselves. Luckily, the game is easy enough to understand. Unluckily, no
matter how right you make things, the game is just too buggy to be playable. Over and over I have supplied party goers with
what they want, yet they point blank REFUSE to interact with the enviroment. It is quite frustrating to watch 10 party goers all
complain about a lack of food or drinks, all whilst standing next to a fully stocked BBQ and bar. Or sometimes its the opposite,
they will complain about a DJ when one has not been hired for the party! This needs work, it needs to be debugged, it needs a
tutorial and it needs, needs, needs to be done quickly! Avoid this game until they have at least fixed these glaring issues.. So i've
almost completed this game and this is my take as a fan of both action\/fps and exploration\/rpg games (please note i was hoping
for a bit more RPG elements so my opinion might be biased accordingly.)

Combat is super fun, if you want a game that gives you mindless shooting from time to time with some hilarious possibilities,
this game is for you.

If you are looking for a game with a deep lore, exploration, upgradability\/customisation and quests, unfortunately i advise you
to skip this game or get it when it's for sale around 20-25 bucks ( i can't give this game more worth)

- The world has "events" and objectives to do, unfortunately it becomes stale and the same after the first 5-6 hours, the vehicle
controls are a bit buggy and lack customization.
- The game has quite a bit of dialog and other bugs.
- The story is half baked, but for a game like this we all know story is not it's aim nor purpose.
- Some of the guns are either useless or underpowered compared to others, i for one only found myself using 2-3 guns during
the whole game.
- The towns feel empty, but at the same time populated, it's hard to explain the feeling but the towns don't feel like they have
important people in it, everyone feels more or less useless specks of dust with no deeper backstory or something you can get
attached to.
- The A.I is a bit dodgy. If you are experienced in such games it's quite easy to "take advantage" of the A.I
- Boss fights are underwhelming, i for one played on the Nightmare difficulty but always found myself killing the "boss" in the
first 20-30 seconds without dodging anything, having an issue? Just pop rage and melt everything.
- Did i mention the vehicle controls are almost at the same level of watch dogs controls?
- A lot of the quests don't explain the backbone of it, or better to say they explain the quest in an underwhelming way.
- Once you explore the available zone towns, that's pretty much it, there are none (at least i did not find any) interesting NPC's
living out in the world doing their own thing.
- MC development story is weak as hell.
- Only preset guns with no big changes to them, only make them stronger and shoot faster.
- Only one upgradable vehicle
- Skills and other power-up upgrades feels kinda useless once you get your sweet spot of couple usable skills.
- Instead of A.I becoming harder in higher difficulties, it just becomes more like a bullet sponge.
- Lack of side activities with towns and NPC's, makes the game feel a bit more "dead"

That's pretty much it, i was a big fan of Rage, even though the first game was not finished, most of you that played it remember
what happened with the Authority, you went into a base bam bam bam and its done, end of game. With that said i would still say
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that rage 1 catched my eye more than rage 2 and in fact it had more things to do in the town, such as mini games and so on.

It feels like rage could be a lot more, and should be a lot more considering the day and age we all live in, but is it? That's a
dependable question, it is in fact better than rage 1 in some aspects but in others it failed to catch the hearts of me and my
buddies.

So in full honesty, if you don't mind spending 60 euros for some mindless shooting now and then, go for it. If you are looking
for something more that has content, you should either wait a bit more for that golden nugget or play some of the older great
games.

It is hard to tell you this truth, considering the lack of good new single player fps shooters we have these days, in no way this
game is worth 60 euros\/dollars in its current state, and i dare to say getting some DLC would not fix the issue, if you want to get
a great shooter, you should wait for the upcoming DOOM title, maybe it will live up to the expectations of the masses.

Nevertheless, i will recommend this game for you who doesn't really care about money and just wants to spend a day or two
playing this game before you forget it and never open it again. I for one did enjoy my gameplay from start to finish with some
"hiccups", but then again my opinion is biased and i was a big fan of rage title, keep that in mind.. I was three when I first
played this game and all of the other games by Humongous Entertainment and I am surprised to find out that these games can
still be entertaining to me now even though I am much older. I mostly recommend buying this game if you played it when you
were younger and want to have a nostalgia trip or if you are a parent with a young kid. These games taught me how to use a
computer and were the first games I ever played so they'll always be close to my heart.
. Now that the flaw has been removed (see below), I can give a proper review for this game.

This first-person game is a relaxing puzzler that starts out simple and becomes anything but. Despite the fact that there are only
a few simple game elements and you can usually see most of the board, it can be a significant challenge to figure out how to get
from one place to another.

You'll probably enjoy this more as a game to play every now and then rather than trying to mow through it all at once. The
music is airy and relaxing, and the graphics are very simple but effective. If you like challenging visiospatial puzzles and zoning
out as you play, I can all but guarantee that you'll enjoy this game for many hours of play.

NOTE: Installing this game used to give you more than 600 blank acheivements, which would ruin the achievement account on
your user provile and throw up blank empty boxes on the screen—and no way to get rid of them. Initially the dev did not want to
remove them because some people apparently purchased the game solely to 'earn' 600 free achievements. After a lot of
complaining (including mine), the dev finally removed the spam achievements, so I'm changing my review from negative to
positive because the game itself is relaxing and fun. Props to the dev for fixing a mistake (assuming Steam didn't simply force
the change).. I know it's unfair to review a game that I've not even completed. Yes, I know I gave a thumbs down to it's previous
game - Choice of robots - which will make me seem biased torwards text games. However, even though I gave a thumbs down
to Choice of robots, I had some fun with it, and at least finished the game to the end.

This title, "A Wise Use of Time", however, I cannot bring myself to even FINISHING it.
The pacing... is slow. Oh my god is it slow. I appreciate the fact that it's trying to build itself up, but it managed to break my will
to read another chapter.

But really that's not the real problem I had with this game. I do not enjoy the fact that the choice of this game is mainly divided
into 2 factor. "Good" or "Evil" - like the "Paragon" or "Renegade" system in Mass Effect. I personally hate this, because it over
simplifies our emotion and desire. Previously in the "Choice of Robots", you had to choose what purpose you will give to your
robot. Will it represent beauty and grace, or will it spread fear and overwhelming power? Or, will it act like a living human
being, and become your friend? It was up to you. The world evolved around you, which is the sole purpose of a "text adventure"
game.

Here, it's not like that. Yes, it has many branching paths, but the main dilemma is "Will you, or will you not overuse your power
to bend time for your own benifit? Consequences may happen." And this alone may be an interesting book or a conversation -
but not a game, which is about the "game play". And it feels like the choices that this game presents are not intriguing enough
for me to choose this game over a well written book.
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It has its share of bugs and it's not perfect but I honestly found it enjoyable. There's a lot of great potential in here and I hope the
dev continues to improve the game.. This is a great replication of an old british route!
The sounds on the new rolling stock included, which is new to TSW (everything but the 101) are great and very realistic
compared to other DTG releases. The great physics also make this route pretty challenging which is a great thing. the rolling
stock is also as usual with TSW graphicly amazing. The only bad thing with the external looks that I could find was that the nose
on the class 37 looks a bit off.

The scenery is descent in some places, but I think there is too many weird empty fields alongside the Tracks. The stations is very
well modelled in my opinion it looks. It is also good to see traffic still included as we saw in the last route dlc with buses also
appearing on the road, but it feels like very little variety especially when there is like four buses all looking the exact same, on
the same stretch of road. I must say something else I really like is the different smoke effects coming out of the chimnies.

The highlights areas on the route are the Redcar steel mines which is beautifully modelled aswell as the Tees yard which offers a
huge shunting abilty with a class 08 which I think turned out great. However, I think they should have added alot more than the
four shunting services there are now.

all in all I think this was a good addition to TSW with a good amount of rolling stock with good quality, but quite a short route,
the part you get however is very detailed so it kind of ways up. If you like British freight I highly recommend this. If you are
more interested in passenger operation, Northern Trans-Pennine is pretty similar to this and is all passenger(for now) so I would
recommend that instead.. I tried the demo, played a few videos, and was quite impressed with it.
I had a few other Media-Players installed on my computer, but right away I could notice better crispness, clarity and an overall
greater quality of the video and audio that I see and hear with Zoom Player. I like the simplicity and intuitive feel of the
controls, yet there are still a lot of options available that I can experiment with and set things to how I like. This will now be my
default Media Player, and I'm glad to have bought the full version to help support the Developers of this high-quality software.

For a full list of features and comparisons of the different versions of Zoom Player, visit the following page: 
http://inmatrix.com/zplayer/pro/versions_home8.shtml

PS: As for the argument I see from some, "Why buy Zoom Player when there's plenty of free media-players available?".... Well,
call me strange, but I like to help support the Developers of programs I enjoy and use.

Yes, there's free media-players out there, but they also tend to have a "Donate" option some place on their website or an option
to upgrade to a Pro version. Plus, there's also a free-version of Zoom-Player that can be downloaded as well.. The Glow initially
holds a lot of promise and seems to be a fun game, and at first once I decided to stop complaining about the success curve it
was... Until I realized it literally can't be completed.

There are several bugs in this game, ranging from annoying to entirely game breaking.

One bug, or perhaps simply poorly coded event, I encountered was the way in which the NPCs react to you. Being that the game
relies on stealth elements, it makes sense that an NPC having a direct line of sight on you is grounds for some sort of event or
encounter. However, there doesn't seem to be much thought put into how an NPC spots you. It seems if they happen to look
anywhere near your general direction they will spot you, regardless of how far away you are or even if you are on the same
row\/column as they are.

Another thing I encountered that upset me was rooms that are obviously capable of being entered (I can tell because when I
move my cursor over the spot it turns into the boot icon that lets me know the door can be opened) yet the player cannot go
inside. One such area is the room where the survivor Eric spawns during playthroughs that aren't his. Eric is pacing around on
the far left, while there is a door on the far right that leads into a room where you can see an item. Despite the game telling me I
can enter the room, there is no way for me to get into it and get to the items inside.

The dialogue of the game, while not painfully unreadable, could have easily been fixed to seem more natural.

My biggest complaint however, and one that based on the reviews was addressed some time ago and has still not been fixed, is
the complete lack of ability to save the game and resume it at a later date. I'm not referring to the inability to save while on a
mission so you won't have to restart when you fail, (although in all honesty that would be a lovely feature) I am referring to
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when you successfully complete a mission and the game gives you the chance to return to the menu or continue playing. If you
continue playing, you simply go on until you inevitibly run out of supplies (they do not regenerate) or you are killed by a
stupidly overpowered eyeball because you, ya know, RAN OUT OF SUPPLIES. So continuing on the map is pointless.

Choosing to return to the menu of the game however, reveals that your progress was not saved and despite the fact you
successfully completed the mission, it did not register and not only do you not have the unlocked character you were promised,
but you do not have the collected Essence you may or may not have picked up while running from eyeballs and zombies.
Because there is no way for the game to track your Essence or the fact you completed the missions, there is no way for you to
then play the later missions which require the ones before them to be completed. It seems the only record of your completed
missions are on your Steam profile, evidence of your triumph despite the games lack of any SAVE system.

Now that I have so thoroughly destroyed this game, I do have a few positive things to say in hopes that perhaps the developers
will listen and cultivate them (Unlikely) or another party will somehow find this and make their own creation based on this
system.

The scavenging system was very nice compared with the mechanics of Hunger and Sanity. While they both seemed to decrease
at an uncomfortably fast rate, with some grit and careful rationing I was able to keep a majority of my party with full bellies and
barely sane enough to be kept out of the looney bin.

The fact that Sanity had visible effects on the map was a nice touch as well, as it helped to provide me with more cues as to
when I needed to take my medicine and to add some depth to the otherwise monotone landscapes.

I seemed to notice that Hunger also affected Sanity, and characters who were actively starving seemed to lose theirs faster than
someone who wasn't worried that they would starve in the next few hours.

The Stamina that had affects in and outside of battle was another nice touch, as running on the overworld map decreased the
Stamina that was available for me to use in battles. Therefore, I needed to be careful I wasn't running all willy-nilly through the
city.

I haven't stumbled across many games in the style of The Glow on the engine used, (either RPG Maker VX Ace or XP based on
controls, menus, and tilesets) and I also wish to tip my hat to the developers for that as well.. the best game i've ever played.
10/10. After I paid this walkthrough, I felt like "why did I buy this?"
So I can say it's not worth to buy because it's just a txt file and tell you how to get all routes fast.
1\/10 worth. Top-down driving shoot carnage, with cool first person bonus rounds. Polished comic book aethetic, very nice!. A
game for everyone and for no one.
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